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Abstract
We develop expressions that organize s-channel meson-baryon scattering amplitudes according
to the 1/Nc expansion of QCD. The vector operator ∆≡Jt−It (the difference of t-channel isospin
and spin exchange quantum numbers), which parametrizes the 1/Nc corrections, is here shown
to equal K′−K, the difference between s-channel final- and initial-state “grand spin” quantum
numbers. We derive the full expression describing scattering in the s channel, which is a complete
parametrization of the amplitude to all orders in 1/Nc.





The 1/Nc expansion of large Nc QCD, where Nc is the number of color charges, remains
one of the very few predictive model-independent schemes for studying strong interaction
physics. It is particularly useful for studies of baryons, which require a content of Nc valence
quarks in order to form color singlets. Irreducible operators containing many quark lines
tend to be suppressed through powers of αs = O(1/Nc), meaning therefore that the 1/Nc
expansion produces an effective field theory for baryonic systems. This simple fact has
been exploited to great effect for many years. The original examples using this “operator”
technique [1] considered static baryon properties for baryons stable under strong decays
(or, more accurately, baryons whose widths vanish as a power of 1/Nc). However, there is
no reason to expect baryonic dynamical properties, such as those probed in meson-baryon
scattering, to follow immediately from a static operator approach.
Substantial progress derives from employing group theoretical structures inspired by the
Skyrme and other chiral soliton models, since these models provide a natural way to couple
baryons to chiral mesons and to represent scattering processes. Inspired by the famous
Adkins-Nappi-Witten papers [2], the Siegen group [3] and Mattis and collaborators [4, 5]
exploited this group theory to great phenomenological and formal effect in the 1980s. The
key quantity in these analyses is a conserved “grand spin” K = I+J, which in soliton
models characterizes hedgehog states. However, since I and J but not K are externally
measured quantum numbers, the physical baryon state consists of a linear combination of
K eigenstates; in this approach K is therefore a good but hidden quantum number.
Nevertheless, the direct connection of these calculations to the largeNc limit, based partly
upon the observation that baryons at large Nc are heavy and therefore semiclassical objects
with the right properties to be represented as solitons, remained indirect. One indication of
this connection arises from the completely spin-flavor symmetric quantum numbers of the
lowest-lying baryons such as N and ∆ (the “ground-state band”), which is what one would
expect from states constructed entirely from a number (Nc) of K=0 hedgehogic quarks.
Full compatibility with the large Nc limit at the hadronic level was shown in Ref. [6] to
arise from ingredients already present in the literature but not previously assembled. First,
in the mid-1980s Donohue noted [7] a great simplification of the structure of meson-baryon
scattering amplitudes when considered in the t rather than s channel: The leading-order in
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1/Nc amplitudes for meson-baryon scattering [which are O(N
0
c )] have equal t-channel isospin
and angular momentum exchange quantum numbers, It = Jt. Mattis and Mukerjee then
showed [5] that a group-theoretical crossing of the It=Jt rule from the t into the s channel
is equivalent to the ansatz of underlying K conservation. The key step in this proof is the
well-known Biedenharn-Elliott sum rule of SU(2) group theory [Eq. (12) below]. Years later,
and in a different context, Kaplan and Savage, and Kaplan and Manohar (KSM) [8] showed
that the Dashen-Jenkins-Manohar consistency conditions [9], which amount to imposing
unitarity order by order in powers of 1/Nc in meson-baryon scattering, lead to the It = Jt
rule. Finally, just a few years ago, Ref. [6] assembled these facts to show that the meson-
baryon scattering results based upon the group theory of chiral soliton models are in fact true
results of the large Nc limit. Subsequent work showed [10] that the It=Jt rule also applies
to three-flavor processes, due to interesting properties of SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
(CGC) as Nc grows large.
A recent and extensive body of literature [6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
builds upon not only this connection to large Nc, but also upon the observation that having
an underlying conserved quantum number contributing to multiple partial waves means
that a resonant pole of a given mass and width appearing in one partial wave of given I,
JP quantum numbers also appears in numerous others, giving rise to multiplets of baryon
resonances degenerate in mass and width. Here, however, we are more interested in the
structure of the amplitudes themselves in terms of the 1/Nc expansion, rather than poles
that lie within them.
In particular, Ref. [14] pointed out that Refs. [8] also imply that amplitudes with |Jt−
It|= n are suppressed by at least 1/N
n
c compared to leading order, which provides a way
to study 1/Nc-suppressed amplitudes—albeit expressed in terms of t-channel quantities.
This classification was employed phenomenologically to study piN → pi(N,∆) [14], pion
photoproduction [16], and chiral threshold effects [20].
Nevertheless, in all previous cases the subleading amplitudes were expressed in terms of
t-channel quantum numbers, even though the s channel is the most natural from the point
of view of representing the data. It is clearly highly desirable to express all amplitudes,
including these subleading effects, directly in terms of s-channel quantum numbers. Deriving
the exact nature of this transformation constitutes the goal of this paper.
The path to this goal may seem highly technical and mathematical, but it has a sim-
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ple physical significance. Meson-baryon scattering can be described in terms of a 1/Nc
expansion, but previously the only convenient way for distinguishing the various orders of
1/Nc corrections to the leading-order [O(N
0
c )] result was by describing the process in terms
of t-channel quantities. Here we carry out the crossing of the amplitudes into s-channel
quantities in such a manner that identifies quantum numbers whose changes correlate with
specific orders in the 1/Nc expansion, and never lose sight of where the various t-channel
quantities contribute.
We begin by introducing a vector operator∆≡Jt−It that clearly parametrizes departures
from the large Nc limit, and immediately show that it can be accommodated by allowing
the final-state K operator, now called K′, to differ from K: That is, we show ∆=K′−K.
It then becomes necessary to carry out the recoupling of angular momenta to generalize
what, for the large Nc limit, had effectively been a calculation for ∆= 0. This is a rather
involved calculation, and we have found that graphical techniques prove to be immensely
powerful and convenient for these purposes. Our final result is a rather complex but highly
ordered expression that shows the precise dependence of s-channel scattering amplitudes
on the quantum numbers It, Jt, and ∆, therefore providing a direct way of identifying
1/Nc-suppressed amplitudes in the s channel.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we define the relevant quantities of the
scattering process and present the original scattering amplitude expressions. In Sec. III
we outline a well-known diagrammatic process for carrying out SU(2) vector recoupling.
Section IV presents our main result, an expression that allows crossing between s and t
channels in the presence of 1/Nc corrections, and Sec. V presents a discussion and concludes.
II. OBSERVABLES AND SCATTERING AMPLITUDE RELATIONS
We consider nonstrange meson-baryon scattering processes denoted by
φ+B → φ′ +B′, (1)
where φ (φ′) is a meson of spin Sφ (Sφ′) and isospin Iφ (Iφ′), in a state of relative orbital
angular momentum L (L′) with respect to a baryon B (B′) of spin = isospin SB (SB′) in
the ground-state multiplet [the completely spin-flavor symmetric large Nc generalization of
the SU(6) 56, for which the nonstrange members N , ∆, etc., have IB =SB], and the total
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spin angular momentum (not including relative orbital angular momentum) of the meson
and baryon is denoted S (S ′). Let us additionally label the meson total angular momenta
Jφ (Jφ′), and define the grand spins K as the vector sums of Iφ and Jφ, and similarly for
K ′. Auxiliary quantum numbers K˜ (K˜ ′) label the vector sums of Iφ and L (Iφ′ and L
′).
We also label the intermediate compound s-channel state by total isospin and spin quan-
tum numbers Is, Js and J
′
s, respectively, where Js and J
′
s are temporarily allowed to differ; at





Finally, we define the compound t-channel quantum numbers It and Jt. We give the precise
definitions of all these quantities, first by noting that
IB + SB = 0 , IB′ + SB′ = 0 , (2)
which reflect that the ground-state baryons B and B′ are K-singlet hedgehogs, and
Is ≡ IB + Iφ = IB′+ Iφ′ ,
S ≡ SB + Sφ , S
′≡ SB′+ Sφ′ ,
Jφ ≡ L+ Sφ , Jφ′≡ L
′+ Sφ′ ,
Js ≡ L+ S = Jφ + SB , Js
′≡ L′+ S′ = Jφ′+ SB′ ,
K˜ ≡ Iφ + L , K˜
′ ≡ Iφ′ + L
′,
K ≡ K˜+ Sφ = Iφ + Jφ , K
′≡ K˜′+ Sφ′ = Iφ′+ Jφ′ ,
It≡ IB′− IB = Iφ − Iφ′ , Jt ≡ Jφ′− Jφ . (3)
We now define a quantum number ∆ via the operator
∆ ≡ Jt − It . (4)
It is then a simple matter of only a few lines combining members of Eqs. (2) and (3) to
obtain two equivalent and enlightening forms:
∆ = Js
′− Js = K
′−K . (5)
These forms show the basic relationship between ∆, the degree of violation of the large Nc
limit, and changes of the grand spin between initial and final states. They also indicate
that, since J ′s is eventually set equal to Js, the degree of 1/Nc corrections achievable in this
way is limited by the maximal value of |Js
′−Js|, i.e., to N
−2Js
c . This is not to say that
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higher-order corrections do not occur, but only that they are linearly dependent upon terms
already present at lower orders.
To elucidate this point, we must first examine the linear amplitude expressions for meson-
baryon scattering amplitudes obtained in Refs. [3, 4, 5]. Using our current terminology, those
papers effectively take ∆=0, or K=K ′. It is a straightforward but lengthy calculation to
generalize to the case ∆ 6=0. Abbreviating the multiplicity 2X+1 of an SU(2) representation
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is the (isospin- and angular momentum-reduced) S matrix for this channel




are universal amplitudes (reduced or K amplitudes) that are
independent of Is, Js, J
′
s, SB, SB′ , Iφ, Iφ′, Sφ, and Sφ′ . Each τ
(∆) is O(N0c ); because
of the explicit 1/N∆c coefficient, it contributes to the full amplitude at O(1/N
∆
c ). As we
have argued above, the largest value of ∆ is 2Js, meaning that linearly-independent 1/Nc
corrections truncate at that order; however, note that each τ (∆) is not just homogeneously
O(N0c ), but rather contains subleading corrections at all orders in 1/Nc.





























In fact, Eq. (6) is the desired s-channel expression for meson-baryon scattering at all
orders in 1/Nc, but this fact is not yet manifest in terms of our understanding of 1/Nc
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corrections as departures from the It=Jt rule. Our goal in this paper is to reexpress Eq. (6)
in such a way as to identify its t-channel behavior, specifically by finding its dependence
upon the quantum numbers It and Jt, manifesting their relationship to ∆ (and hence the




′∆), as obtained from Eq. (5), are satisfied. In order to carry out this
derivation, we first introduce the diagrammatic technique and its basic rules.
III. DIAGRAMMATIC METHOD FOR COUPLING ANGULAR MOMENTA
Algebraic techniques for manipulating CGC to obtain invariants (quantities independent
of magnetic quantum numbers m, such as 6j and 9j symbols) are certainly straightforward
and appear in all standard treatments of the topic [22]. However, at a certain point of com-
plexity these techniques become particularly cumbersome, and the bookkeeping necessary
to impose the required identities for simplifying such expressions [particularly with regard to
the numerous phases (−1)n that arise] becomes increasingly onerous. A much cleaner strat-
egy is to use diagrammatic techniques introduced originally by Jucys (alternate spellings
Yutsis, Iutsis), Levinson, and Vanagas (JLV) [23]. In this method, each angular momentum
j is represented as a line, and each vertex represents a 3j symbol (or CGC). The quantum
number m corresponding to j is summed if and only if line j is internal to the diagram.
The diagrammatic technique is particularly valuable because of two features: First, the
identities involved in combining large complexes of angular momenta become topological in
nature, and the ability to identify them reduces to one’s cunning in picturing how to connect
the lines. Second, the phases endemic to CGC are incorporated in the diagrams very neatly
(as too are factors of [j], but we do not need them here), appearing as either signs at the
vertices or arrows on the lines, in the manner described below. The JLV technique is laid
out pedagogically in the text by Lindgren & Morrison (LM) [24]. Here we list only the most
basic features.






 (−1)j3−m3 , (8)
with the specific ordering of the j’s and m’s as (counter)clockwise defining the vertex












FIG. 1: Graphical representation of the 3j symbol.
j3 introduces the phase (−1)
j3−m3 , and the direction of the arrow pointing toward (away
from) a vertex means the magnetic quantum number m in the phase has a plus (minus)
sign, while the diagram without an arrow is just the 3j symbol with argument +m3. Note
that we follow the LM arrow convention, which is opposite that of JLV convention, since
as argued in Ref. [24] it is more closely analogous to the flow of momentum in scattering
diagrams. The combination of several vertices forms a diagram representing higher order
3nj symbol; for example, the irreducible combination of 4 vertices, as depicted in Fig. 2,














FIG. 2: Graphical representation of the 6j symbol.
Finally, several manipulations help simplify such calculations:
1. Two arrows pointing in opposite direction on the same line can be removed.
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2. Reversing the direction of an arrow introduces an additional (−1)2j .
3. Reversing the orientation of the vertex (changing the sign symbol) introduces an ad-
ditional (−1)j1+j2+j3.
4. Introducing three arrows all pointing inward or outward at a vertex does not change
the value of the diagram.
IV. THE CROSSING IDENTITY
In order to obtain the quantum numbers It and Jt, we first introduce as intermediate
quantum numbers the total meson angular momenta Jφ and Jφ′ defined in Eq. (3). The
procedure can be accomplished in two steps, first by permuting the first and second columns

















where R is the sum of the nine arguments. The 9j symbol is then expanded into three 6j






























Note from the triangle rules on the right-hand side that the summed variable Jφ has all
the required properties. Analogous manipulations apply to the other 9j symbol by adding
primes to all quantum numbers except Is.
In the case of leading order in 1/Nc (∆ = 0, K = K
′, Js = J
′
s), the It = Jt rule arises




































where S is the sum of the 9 distinct arguments on the left-hand side, plus J . The triangle
rules incorporated in the right-hand side combined with the definitions in Eqs. (3) imme-
diately show that J = It = Jt. Here we wish to find the analog of the BE sum rule for
the following three 6j symbols contained in Eq. (6) [as extracted using Eqs. (10) and (11)],























































= αα β β
FIG. 4: The JLV3 theorem.
The true power of the JLV approach arises through a serious of theorems [23, 24], remi-
niscent of the factorization theorems of quantum field theory, that allow one to cut diagrams
internally connected only by a small number n of lines. Consider a diagram consisting of
two such blocks, α and β, such that α is closed (no external lines) and in normal form
(every internal line on α carries an arrow, and any arrows on the lines connecting with β
are pushed into the block β. Then one obtains a series of theorems JLVn, n=1, 2, . . .. Of




































FIG. 6: Result of combining the three 6j symbols of Eq. (13) or Fig. 3.
example, applied to a system in which block β is empty, turns out to be none other than
the Wigner-Eckart theorem.
By means of the JLV3 theorem, the three 6j symbols of Eq. (13) combine into a diagram
with 12 quantum numbers shown in Fig. 6. In order to introduce the t-channel isospin
quantum number It, we cut the diagram on the four lines, Iφ, Iφ′, SB, and SB′ using the
JLV4 theorem. The summed quantum number in this diagram is indeed the desired It, and
the result is a 6j symbol and a 12j symbol of the second kind , as shown in Fig. 7. Since we
are certain the latter object is obscure to most readers, we pause to point out that, while
higher 3nj symbols are not difficult to generate and manipulate using the diagrammatic
approach, and while they possess remarkable and intricate symmetry properties, they may
always be reduced to products over convenient sums of 6j and 9j symbols using the JLV
theorems [25, 26]. One other fine point is that the attractive square diagram in Fig. 7




, but this distinction





























FIG. 7: The result of applying JLV4 to Fig. 6.
final-state quantum numbers.
To introduce the quantum number Jt, we make another four-line cut, here on Jφ, Jφ′,
It, and ∆ in the 12j symbol of Fig. 7. The result of this action is shown in Fig. 8. The






























FIG. 8: The result of applying JLV4 to Fig. 7, which is expressed algebraically in Eq. (14).
In fact, we have expressed a particular product of three 6j symbols [Eq. (13)] as a 6j and


















































with the phase given by
Q = Iφ + Jφ −K
′ −∆+ Jφ′ + J
′
s − It − SB . (15)
While Q is not initial-final symmetric, neither are the two new 9j symbols, because switch-
ing their initial and final quantum numbers requires column exchanges; when the necessary
permutations are taken into account, it is quite straightforward to show this explicit sym-
metry. To the best of our knowledge, Eq. (14) actually represents a new SU(2) identity, one
that reduces for ∆=0 to the BE sum rule [27].
V. DISCUSSION
The identity Eq. (14) is the key connection between the s-channel expression Eq. (6)
and expressions using the t-channel quantum numbers It and Jt. In fact, the relations
manifested in Eqs. (4)–(5) already demonstrate that some expression like Eq. (14) must
exist. Nevertheless, it is important to have a closed form such as Eq. (14) when the particular
symmetry properties of the crossing need to be examined. A complete form containing both
s-channel and t-channel quantum numbers could easily be constructed by inserting Eq. (14),
and both unprimed and primed versions of Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (6). However, Eq. (6)
is, by itself, the phenomenologically useful expression for describing the 1/Nc expansion of
meson-baryon scattering amplitudes in the s channel. For completeness, we write it here,
























































A more direct and concise reexpression of the 6j and 9j symbols in Eq. (6) in terms of
higher 3nj symbols seems neither possible nor practical. From the formal side, while 18
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angular momenta appear in Eq. (6), it is surprisingly not difficult to show that the angular
momenta in this equation do not combine in such a way as to form any of the 18 distinct
kinds of 18j symbol [23, 25]; nor, when ∆ is set to zero and K ′→K, J ′s→ Js, do the 15
remaining angular momenta have the proper structure to form any of the 5 distinct kinds
of 15j symbol. From the practical side, while this feat of group-theoretical acrobatics may
elucidate certain symmetry properties of the amplitudes, clearly such obscure objects as 15j
and 18j symbols are not terribly useful for phenomenological calculations, since typically no
more complicated invariants than 6j and 9j symbols are well known or easily computed.
We have not yet directly commented upon one very important point regarding the nature
of the 1/Nc expansion: Namely, the original KSM theorem [8] showed that amplitudes with
|Jt−It|= n scale at most as O(1/N
n
c ). In fact, we have maintained that they scale as the
more suppressed power 1/N∆c , where ∆= |Jt−It|≥|Jt−It|. The original KSM proof writes
t-channel exchanges in terms of spin J i, isospin Ia, and combined Gia operators, and uses
the fact that for ground-state band baryons only G has O(N1c ) matrix elements, while those
for J and I are O(N0c ). They then note that, when the indices on the G’s are summed,
contraction identities reduce the operators to ones with subleading Nc counting; therefore,
the leading operators are ones with the G’s having unsummed and symmetrized strings of
indices, which for k G’s means that one obtains a tensor with It = Jt = k. These are the
essential points of their proof.
However, it is possible to improve upon the proof by noting that one may identify the
portion of each Gia that provides the leading behavior in 1/Nc. For, the i index indicates
that the operator carries Jt = 1 and the a indicates It = 1. One may reexpand G
ia using
the standard tensor decomposition into pieces with ∆ = |Jt−It| = 0, 1, and 2. Only the
∆ = 0 “trace” part gives O(N1c ) matrix elements, as becomes apparent upon writing the
components of Gia in terms of spin and isospin ladder operators acting upon the completely
spin-flavor symmetric baryon state [28]. Inserting this observation into the original KSM
proof, one concludes that operators of a given ∆ eigenvalue are suppressed by at least 1/N∆c ,
and so ∆ rather than just |Jt−It| is the figure of merit for computing the order of 1/Nc
suppressions.
Finally, this paper has considered only two-flavor amplitudes. The three-flavor case is
more cumbersome because of the appearance of SU(3) CGC. However, the relations derived
in this paper would apply in that case as well, since SU(3) CGC coefficients factor into
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a purely SU(3) part (an isoscalar factor) and SU(2) isospin CGC. The same structures of
6j and 9j symbols appearing in Eq. (6) appear also in the 3-flavor case [18], making the
manipulations entirely analogous. As noted above, the It=Jt rule also holds in the 3-flavor
case [10], meaning that ∆ continues to provide the figure of merit (for strangeness-conserving
processes) for counting the degree of 1/Nc suppression.
In summary, we have obtained a phenomenologically useful expression, Eq. (17), that
allows one to compute meson-baryon scattering effects at given orders in the 1/Nc expansion.
The parameter driving the power of the correction, 1/N∆c , is ∆= |Jt−It|. Perhaps the most
useful lesson for understanding the nature of these corrections in meson-baryon scattering is
to recall the equivalent form [Eq. (5)] ∆= |K′−K|; in terms of a chiral soliton picture, 1/Nc
corrections are induced by changes in the grand spin configuration of the baryon, a fact
that may prove quite useful in constraining possible meson-baryon scattering amplitudes
and constructing suitable models to understand them.
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